
 

YERINGBERG 2018 VINTAGE RELEASE OFFER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are pleased to be able to offer you some wines from the 2018 release from Yeringberg winery. 
 
Having recently tasted the new release wines with owner and winemaker Sandra de Pury, we were very impressed 
with the quality, balance and elegance of all 6 wines. These wines are drinking beautifully now and will benefit from 
time in the cellar. 
 
Some notes and comments from our time with Sandra are listed below. 
 
But unfortunately, they are extremely limited.  
 
With this in mind, we have created a Mixed 6 Pack of the wines on offer, providing you the opportunity to have one of 
each wine available, to lay down in the cellar if you can resist the urge to ‘drink now’. Please see listed below the 
Mixed 6 Pack Offer. 
 
Also listed is a unique opportunity, to add some Back Vintage wines to your order. 
 
As mentioned, this offer is Extremely Limited and will Sell Out – please send us an email at sales@citywineshop.net.au 
soon to secure your order. 
 
 

YERINGBERG 2018 VINTAGE RELEASE – MIXED 6 PACK - $416 
 

Mixed 6 Pack Includes: 

2018 Yeringberg Viognier (RRP $46) 

2018 Yeringberg Marsanne Roussanne (RRP $66) 

2018 Yeringberg Chardonnay (RRP $66) 

2018 Yeringberg Pinot Noir (RRP $98) 

2018 Yeringberg Shiraz (RRP $90) 

2018 Yeringberg Cabernets (RRP $98) 

Total Mixed 6 Pack Offer Price - $416 (RRP $464) 

Limited to 1 pack per customer * 
 
 
 
 
TO ORDER: Please email us at sales@citywineshop.net.au with your wish list and phone 
number.  We’ll be in touch to confirm orders. 
 

 



BACK VINTAGE OFFER FOR ALL CUSTOMER ORDERS 
 
 
We are very fortunate to also have access to some limited wines from the Yeringberg Cellar, across various varieties. 
These wines show the benefit of some time in the cellar and how well they do mature. 
 
When you place your Mixed Pack order, we can discuss the Yeringberg Back Vintage Cellar offerings to add to your 
order.** 
 
 
 
BACK VINTAGE OFFER 

2017 Yeringberg Viognier - $46 

2016 Yeringberg Marsanne Roussanne - $66 

2011 Yeringberg Marsanne Roussanne - $76 

2016 Yeringberg Shiraz - $92 

2013 Yeringberg Shiraz - $98 

2017 Yeringberg Cabernets - $98 (2 bottle limit) 

 

BACK VINTAGE OFFER – TWIN PACKS 

 

Yeringberg Twin Pack #1 – (2 pack limit) 

2017 Yeringberg Cabernets $98 

2016 Yeringberg Shiraz $88 

Our price: $177 

 

Yeringberg Twin Pack #2 – (2 pack limit) 

2016 Yeringberg Shiraz $88 

2013 Yeringberg Shiraz  $98 

Our price: $177 

 

 

OFFER NOTES 
*   Yeringberg Mixed 6 Packs are a limited release and are subject to availability. 
** Yeringberg Back Vintage Offer is available to all buyers of Mixed 6-Packs and are subject to availability. 

 

 

 

TO ORDER: Please email us at sales@citywineshop.net.au with your wish-list and phone 
number.  We’ll be in touch to confirm your order. 
 

 



Notes from Sandra de Pury, Yeringberg Winery 
 
 
The 2018 vintage was a bit earlier than the cool 2017, but slightly later than many vintages over the last decade. After a lot of rain 
in spring and early summer, the grapes ripened steadily in dry weather with mostly moderate temperatures. Careful disease 
management and bunch thinning resulted in all varieties being picked in excellent condition. Crops were relatively generous, and 
the wines show great intensity and depth of flavour at modest alcohol levels with perfectly ripe tannins. 
 
 
2018 Yeringberg Viognier $44 
Never a wine to hide its light under a bushel, Viognier really grabs your attention with its exotic, perfumed opulence and 
flamboyance. Our 2018 is immediately inviting, full of rich apricot, mango and orange blossom aromas that are beautifully framed 
by delicate floral notes, and hints of spice, candied ginger and musk. The palate offers the same flavours with more intensity, and a 
delicate pithy acidity which keeps everything fresh and lively. A hedonistic wine of really wonderful volume, depth and generosity, 
it’s a wine of deliciously moreish joy. Enjoy now or over the next 5 years. – Sandra de Pury 
 
 
2018 Yeringberg Marsanne Roussanne $64 
Marsanne 59%, Roussanne 41%. The 2018 white blend continues a tradition of savoury depth and subtlety. Its youthful delicacy, 
revealing layers of texture, flavour and nuance that offer fascinating drinking. Opening gently, the nose has aromas of jasmine, 
honeysuckle, pear and fennel. On the palate there’s a wonderful tension between the breadth of the fruit, the restrained pear skin-
driven texture and the citrusy, quincy line of acidity that drives the wine effortlessly along your palate. Always a great food wine 
for now and in a decade’s time. – Sandra de Pury 
 
 
2018 Yeringberg Chardonnay $64 
A wonderful year for Chardonnay, our 2018 shows the hallmark finesse, delicacy and poise the variety draws from our vineyard. 
The nose is cool, crisp and inviting with elegant aromas, notes of nectarine, white peach and a hint of struck match, and with time 
shows a spicy, delicately buttery, hazelnut and oatmeal richness. On the palate, juicy, tangy nectarine fruit adds beautifully to the 
rounded richness of the vintage. It has wonderful weight and drive, with an intensity, volume and length that belie the elegance of 
the structure. A wine to enjoy now or over the next 6-7 years. – Sandra de Pury 
 
 
2018 Yeringberg Pinot Noir $92 
Bright and spicy, our 2018 Pinot Noir is a wine that balances delicacy and finesse, with the sense of depth and complexity that old 
vines produce. The initial bouquet of wild strawberry, raspberry and red cherry merges into more complex aromas of rose petal, 
cumin, liquorice and nutmeg, with a hint of earthy mushroom. The palate is full of crunchy red fruit, with subtle rose petal and 
spiced rhubarb flavours, but there’s also a deeply savoury layer bringing a real complexity to the palate. An almost indistinguishable 
line of acidity gives brightness, length and wonderful perfumed lift to the back palate. Lovely drinking now, but equally a wine to 
savour over the next 8-10 years. – Sandra de Pury 
 
 
2018 Yeringberg Shiraz $82 
Shiraz 97%, Viognier 3%. The depth and character of the fruit that our Shiraz vineyard is now producing is a delight to see. Subtle, 
savoury and deep set, the 2018 Shiraz offers aromas of blueberry, black pepper and dark cherry, building weight and presence as it 
unfurls, with complex notes of bay, thyme, salumi and liquorice. At the same time, there’s a freshness that wraps itself around the 
core of deep fruit, giving real lift and vibrancy to the perfume. The palate is immediately bright and energetic, with weight and 
richness too, savoury, subtle yet deeply concentrated, tightly wound and finely structured. Tasted over a couple of weeks, this is a 
wine that just keeps on evolving, so while it’s wonderful now, we’re equally confident it’ll provide drinking pleasure for many years 
to come. – Sandra de Pury 
 
 
2018 Yeringberg Cabernets $92 
Cabernet Sauvignon 58%, Cabernet Franc 13%, Merlot 11%, Petit Verdot 10%, Malbec 8%. As always, our Bordeaux blend is a 
perfect example of the saying that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. The 2018 vintage is a great example, seamlessly 
combining depth and power with purity, elegance and finesse. An imposing nose of cassis, violets, plum and roasted peppers, with 
aromas of graphite, cigar box, cedar and bay – everything in place, well controlled, perfectly proportioned. The palate, powerful 
this vintage, opens in typically generous and fleshy style, with ripe black fruits, plummy Merlot plushness, and wonderful floral lift, 
while the ample, well-knit tannins provide savoury shape and structure. The palate finishes with effortless length and complexity. 
This is a wine to enjoy now, but as always, a wine that will reward cellaring over 15 to 20 years. – Sandra de Pury 
 
 


